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On the Eve ofOn the Eve of
the Discovery of Charmthe Discovery of Charm

---- Another histories prior to 1974 Another histories prior to 1974 ----

Yoshio KoideYoshio Koide

Journal Report at Kuno lab, July 22, 2016 Classic series I 

Z. Maki, M. Nakagawa and S. Sakata, PTPZ. Maki, M. Nakagawa and S. Sakata, PTP 28, 870 (1962)28, 870 (1962)
K.Niu, E.Mikumo and Y.Maeda, PTP 46, 1644 (1971)

Discovery of Charm: 1974

"Eve" means 1960s

1971:  Charm was discovered in Japan

1962:  Charm was predicted by M-N-S
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November 1974:November 1974:
Discovery of Discovery of ““charmcharm””

• November 16th,  1974
The 4th quark "Charm" was discovered!

Samuel C.C. Ting Burton Richter

1976
Novel prize 
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Note this date
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Anyhow, Anyhow, 
all the people in the world is in an  uproarall the people in the world is in an  uproar

Prof. Y.Nambu

Telegram:  November 13th,  from Chicago to Kyoto

"CHARM OR COLOR DISCOVERD"
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Nov. 12th

Nov. 12th

They called "J"

They called ""
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Similar Reports on the charmSimilar Reports on the charm

Group             Journal           Received     Published

MIT-BNL    Phys. Rev. Lett.   Nov. 12th     Dec. 2nd
SLAC         Phys. Rev. Lett.   Nov. 12th     Dec. 2nd
Frascati Phys. Rev. Lett.    Nov. 18th     Dec. 2nd 
DESY        Phys. Lett.   B       Dec. 19th     Dec. 23th

If the discovery is really meaningful, 
then similar reports come out one after another. 

I think that if mu-e conversion is really observed,
then similar experimental reports will come  out
one  after  another.
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At first, they measured at
intervals of 0.2 GeV. Then they
found an extraordinary value
at E=3.2 GeV

June, they re-measured 
at intervals of 0.1 GeV.
They obtained random values
at E=3.1 GeV . 

November 9th, they 
re-started their measurement 
at intervals of  0.0025 GeV. 
That night, they found a new
particle .3.10 3.12 3.14

論文には，実験の途中経過が
極めて詳細に紹介されている．
実験の論文としては，このこと
は大変異例．
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There are many interesting dramas on the 
discovery of charm in 1974.

Why two groups found in the same day?
Why it was so big news 

not only for physicists but also others? 
Why . . . .

But it is not the purpose of my talk to review of 
the stories. 

I would like to talk about "eve" of the discovery.
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Another Stories Another Stories 
on the Charmon the Charm

• 1971:  Charm was discovered in Japan
c.f. 1974:  Discovery of Charm in USA

• 1962:  Charm was predicted by M-N-S
c.f.  1970:  G-I-M mechanism
S.L.Glashow, J.Iliopulos and L.Maiani, Phys.Rev. D2, 1285 (1970)

Why those works have been neglected
in the physics community?
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1.  1971:1.  1971: Discovery of charm(?)Discovery of charm(?)

K.Niu, E.Mikumo and Y.Maeda, PTP 46, 1644 (1971) 
They observed a particle with a long life-time in cosmic ray

日航貨物便に4ヶ月間

写真乾板を積み込んでの
観測．
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At once, Prof. Ogawa has pointed out that
the event means a discovery of the 4th quark.

T.Hayashi, E.Kawai, M.Matsuda, S.Ogawa and S.Shige-eda, 
PTP 47, 280 (1972)

This is a copy ot
handwriting 
manuscript by 

S. Ogawa
"Soryushi-ron
kenkyu"  vol.43, 801

1971 (August)
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Following the pointing out by Ogawa,
energetic investigation of hadrons based on U(4) sym.
started by Nagoya and Hiroshima Univ. groups 
(1972～1973)
M.Kobayashi, M.Nakagawa and H.Nitto, PTP 47, 982 (1972);
T.Hayashi, et al.  PTP 49, 351 (1973)
and so on

Also note a four quark model prior to 1971:

K.Shima, et al.,                                   Y. Koide
“Strange Spin Formalism                  "Nonleptonic Hyperon Decays 

for Hadrons”,                                      and the U(4) Model"
PTP 40, 143 (1968):                            PTP 39, 1598 (1968): 
Received  Dec. 18 (1967)                   Received  Feb. 16  (1968)
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2.   1962: 2.   1962: 
Charm was predicted by MCharm was predicted by M--NN--S(?)S(?)

1962:  Two neutrinos was observed!
Nagoya group             Kyoto group

Authors:     Maki, Nakagawa, Sakata      Katayama et al
Journal:     PTP vol.28, 870 (1962)         PTP vol.28, 675 (1962)
Received:          June 25, 1962                   June 5, 1962 

These works were an extended version of Nagoya model
Sakata model    1955

All hadrons are composed of fundamental particles (p, n, )
Nagoya model    1960
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1962:  Discovery of two neutrinos: e,  PRL 9, 36 (1962)

1962: Revised version of Nagoya model

Note: (p, n, ) means (u, d, s).    c.f. Quark model: 1964

Therefore, weak transition   d -> u   and  s -> u  are accompanied
by  factors     cos  and   sin , respectively.

C.f.   Cabibbo angle: PRL (1963)

The coefficients a and b should be normalized as a2+b2 =1
Cabibbo angle does not mean family mixing angle!
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• How about 4th quark
Nagoya group: 

Kyoto group:
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• How about neutrino Oscillation
Nagoya group:

• Did they known the discovery of two neutrinos?
Kyoto group: 
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3.  Why these works were neglected 3.  Why these works were neglected 
in the physics community ?in the physics community ?

3.1   How about the Neu event? 
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Why the New Event was Neglected Why the New Event was Neglected 
in the Physics Community ?in the Physics Community ?

Formal answer: 
This discovery was 

based on only one event!
宇宙線実験とはまさに運を「天」に頼る実験であった！
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実験に用いたものと
同型の「原子核写真
乾板（エマルジョン
チェンバー）」

1枚1枚の写真乾板には右の

ような宇宙線の飛跡が写る．
それを顕微鏡を用いて位置を
測定して記録する．

Emulsion chamber

photo of 

a plate
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However, at the times, who could believe their result?  
(except for a part of Japanese theorists )

まさに神業的な実験手法！

At the times, who could believe their result?   
(except for a part of Japanese theorists )

Of course, nowadays, 
the emulsion experiment is highly admired

in the world.
e.g. the OPERA group in Flascati
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3.2 Who did first predict charm? 

1975, Richter told us at Yukawa Institute: 
"Charm was first predicted by G-I-M (1970)."
A member of Nagoya group asserted an objection:
" It was done by M-N-S (1962)."
But, Richter said:
" I know their work.
The work is beautiful, 
but there is no necessity."

The Richter's words gave me a profound shock. 
Since then, I never submit my works 

to any Japanese journals. 
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It is well known that 
the charm was first predicted by G-I-M 
• GIM mechanism (1970)

S.L.Glashow, J.Iliopulos and L.Maiani, Phys.Rev. D2, 1285 (1970)

Why is a decay so suppressed?
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3.3  Summary3.3  Summary

• Theorists in Japan
They like dream, i.e. 

physics which cannot be tested by experiment.
(Actually,  even  if they want to test it, 

there is no facility for experiments in Japan)
• Experimentalists in Japan

They have no money, 
although they have idea and  superhuman feat.

• Physicists in Japan
No  international  way  of  thinking    国際感覚の欠如

仲間内でかばい合い，身内だけで盛り上がる

理論と実験で別々の会を持つ（テーマごとではなく）
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Instructive story:
Once, I asked N-san "why you do not claim

for neglecting your works",
He said "Persons who can understand (physics) 

can understand (my work)".
「分かっている人は分かっていてくれる．」

I think that 

Japanese physicists should 

be more aggressive. 
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I hope that 
you will  hew your fruitful future.

Thank for your patient attention


